New Insights into the Interphase between the Na Metal Anode and Sulfide Solid-State Electrolytes: A Joint Experimental and Computational Study
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ABSTRACT: In this work, we investigated the interface between the sodium anode and the sulfide-based solid electrolytes Na₃SbS₄ (NAS), Na₃PS₄ (NPS), and Cl-doped NPS (NPSC) in all-solid-state-batteries (ASSBs). Even though these electrolytes have demonstrated high ionic conductivities in the range of 1 mS cm⁻¹ at ambient temperatures, sulfide solid-state electrolytes (SSEs) are known to be unstable with Na metal, though the exact reaction mechanism and kinetics of the reaction remain unclear. We demonstrate that the primary cause of capacity fade and cell failure is a chemical reaction spurred on by electrochemical cycling that takes place at the interface between the Na anode and the SSEs. To investigate the properties of the Na-solid electrolyte interphase (SSEI) and its effect on cell performance, the SSEI was predicted computationally to be composed of Na₂S and Na₃Sb for NAS and identified experimentally via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). These two compounds give the SSEI mixed ionic- and electronic-conducting properties, which promotes continued SSEI growth, which increases the cell impedance at the expense of cell performance and cycle life. The SSEI for NPS was similarly found to be comprised of Na₂S and Na₃P, but XPS analysis of Cl-doped NPS (NPSC) showed the presence of an additional compound at the SSEI, NaCl, which was found to mitigate the decomposition of NPS. The methodologies presented in this work can be used to predict and optimize the electrochemical behavior of an all-solid-state cell. Such joint computational and experimental efforts can inform strategies for engineering a stable electrolyte and SSEI to avoid such reactions. Through this work, we call for more emphasis on SSE compatibility with both anodes and cathodes, essential for improving the electrochemical properties, longevity, and practicality of Na-based ASSBs.
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INTRODUCTION

Liquid electrolytes are the dominant technology used in lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries as they have suitable properties such as high ionic conductivity, intimate contact with electrodes, and allow for the formation of a stable SEI that enables long-term battery cycling. However, liquid electrolytes typically contain toxic, flammable, and corrosive materials. These hazards become more pronounced when pertaining to large-scale energy storage applications. To ameliorate this issue, solid-state electrolytes (SSEs) are gaining traction as they do not contain such flammable components, thus avoiding the possibility of catastrophic failure. A practical SSE would make batteries lower maintenance and enable even longer cycling life. Furthermore, the use of metallic Li or Na as the anode, which would dramatically increase the energy density of the battery, is not achievable with current conventional liquid electrolyte cells.
For these reasons, research interest in SSEs has been steadily growing.\textsuperscript{3} However, SSEs also have their drawbacks, such as having an ionic conductivity typically an order of magnitude lower than liquid electrolytes and inherently poorer contact with neighboring electrodes.\textsuperscript{4,5} Much of the previous effort in SSE research was directed toward increasing the ionic conductivity to be comparable with liquid electrolytes with a now oft-stated benchmark value of at least 1 mS cm\textsuperscript{-1} at room temperature.\textsuperscript{6} The recent development of Li\textsubscript{10}GeP\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{12}, a solid electrolyte that has a reported room temperature conductivity of 12 mS cm\textsuperscript{-1}, has driven further interest in SSEs as this number is comparable to or even exceeds that of commonly used liquid electrolytes.\textsuperscript{7} Recently, many new SSEs with high ionic conductivities have been developed and reported.\textsuperscript{7}

In parallel to the development of Li-ion-conducting SSEs is the rise in interest in Na-ion conductors for all-solid-state batteries. To that end, many Na analogues to Li-ion conducting SSEs have been explored both computationally and experimentally.\textsuperscript{8–10} All-solid-state Na-ion batteries have the potential to be a lower-cost alternative; Na is orders of magnitude more abundant than Li in the Earth’s crust, which makes the cost of Na around 20–30 times less than Li.\textsuperscript{5,8} The precursors to synthesize Na-ion conducting solid electrolytes are readily available Na salts or compounds. Furthermore, the electrochemical behavior of Na is similar to that of Li. Although Na has a redox potential of $\sim$2.70 V compared to $\sim$3.04 V for Li (versus standard hydrogen electrode), the significant cost reduction for raw Na metal suggests that Na batteries can still occupy a market space where cost is a more important consideration than having the absolute highest energy density.\textsuperscript{5,8} One such application is the aforementioned large-or grid-scale energy storage.\textsuperscript{11,12}

An ideal Na solid-state electrolyte must have several properties, among which are an ionic conductivity of 1 mS cm\textsuperscript{-1} or greater at room temperature, intimate contact with solid electrodes, the ability to operate over a wide electrochemical window, and have good stability against elemental Na.\textsuperscript{13} However, no single electrolyte material or class of materials currently possesses every one of these characteristics.\textsuperscript{13} As an example, much research effort has been put into SSEs such as $\beta$-alumina and NASICON, but these oxides exhibit good conductivity only at elevated temperatures.\textsuperscript{14–18}

Chalcogenides, or S- and Se-based compounds, have been shown to have favorable properties for use as a solid-state electrolyte.\textsuperscript{16} Although they have their own issues such as air and moisture sensitivity, they have potentially higher ionic conductivities\textsuperscript{15,19–21} and a lower Young’s modulus compared to those of oxide materials.\textsuperscript{22} A more elastic solid electrolyte would be more able to accommodate volume changes associated with the intercalation and deintercalation of Li\textsuperscript{+} or Na\textsuperscript{+} ions without the onset of cracks or mechanical failure. Another benefit of sulfides is that they do not need energy-intensive processing steps such as high-temperature sintering to obtain a high ionic conductivity value; oxides usually require this to overcome a larger grain boundary impedance, but for chalcogenides, room-temperature cold-pressing is sufficient.\textsuperscript{25,26} Various Na solid electrolytes have been studied, among them Na\textsubscript{3}P\textsubscript{S}\textsubscript{4} and Na\textsubscript{3}PSe\textsubscript{4}.\textsuperscript{20,21,25–29} It was postulated that selenides have conductivity greater than that of sulfides as a larger unit cell would subsequently have more channels for Na-ion conduction. For example, Na\textsubscript{3}PSe\textsubscript{4} has a room temperature conductivity of 1.16 mS cm\textsuperscript{-1} compared to 0.2 mS cm\textsuperscript{-1} for Na\textsubscript{3}PS\textsubscript{4}. Because the SbS\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{3−} ion is similar in size to the PSe\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2−} ion, NAS could also have a favorable structure to be used as an SSE, and indeed, NAS has been reported to have an ionic conductivity in the range of 1 mS cm\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{23,24} Along with structural modification, aliovalent doping has also been proven to increase ionic conductivities on sulfide-based glasses and glass-ceramics.\textsuperscript{21,24,30–33} Our previous work highlighted Cl-doped tetragonal Na\textsubscript{3}PS\textsubscript{4} (NPSC), which demonstrated an ionic conductivity exceeding 1 mS cm\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{25}

Although several sulfide SSEs have demonstrated high ionic conductivity, they also have the persistent problem of instability when put in contact with Na metal.\textsuperscript{23,34} In this work, phase pure NAS, NPS, and NPSC were all successfully synthesized, their electrochemical properties were evaluated, and the species at the SSEI were investigated via computation, electrochemical experiments, and material characterization techniques. The aim in this investigation is to highlight degradation mechanisms such as unwanted reactions between the electrolyte and electrodes in an ASSB. We emphasize that although ionic conductivity of an electrolyte is important, elucidating the failure mechanisms of all-solid-state full cells can provide critical insights for further screening of SSEs, subsequent evaluation of compatible ASSB chemistries, and engineering of their electrochemical interfaces.

\section*{METHODS}

Due to the sensitivity of the precursor compounds and the SSEs to water and air, all synthesis and electrochemical testing steps took place in an Ar-filled glovebox (MBraun MB 200B, H\textsubscript{2}O < 0.5 ppm, O\textsubscript{2} < 1.0 ppm) unless otherwise specified.

**Synthesis of NAS, NPS, and NPSC.** Solid-state synthesis of NAS was achieved by mixing Na\textsubscript{2}S (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), Sb powder (99.999%, Alfa Aesar), and S (99.998%, Sigma-Aldrich) in a mortar and pestle for 30 min in the ratio outlined by eq 1.

$$3\text{Na}_2\text{S} + 2\text{Sb} + 5\text{S} \rightarrow 2\text{Na}_3\text{SbS}_4$$

(1)

The mixture was pressed into a 13 mm diameter pellet (Carver) at 370 MPa, broken up into small pieces, loaded into a quartz tube, and capped with a rubber septum. The edges of the septum were wrapped with paraffin film (Paraffin “M”). The tube was brought outside of the glovebox, connected to vacuum, flame-sealed, and heat-treated in a box furnace. The temperature was ramped to 550 °C over 1.5 hours, kept at 550 °C for 24 h, and subsequently naturally cooled to room temperature. The quartz tube was brought back into the glovebox where the material was extracted and placed into a ball mill jar with 11 10 mm diameter ZrO\textsubscript{2} grinding balls. The jar was sealed tightly in the glovebox to prevent ambient oxygen and water to be introduced upon removal of the jar from the glovebox. The material was ball-milled at 370 rpm over a duration of 20 h with 15 min grinding and 15 min rest intervals using a Retsch PM 100 Planetary Ball Mill. The jar was brought back into the glovebox, and the material was extracted for further testing.

Pure tetragonal Na\textsubscript{3}PS\textsubscript{4} (t-Na\textsubscript{3}PS\textsubscript{4}) was synthesized via solid-state reaction following the methods outlined in a previous work.\textsuperscript{25} The material was synthesized from Na\textsubscript{3}S (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and P\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{5} (99%, Sigma-Aldrich). The precursors were ground with an agate mortar and pestle in a molar ratio of 75:25, respectively. To introduce the chloride dopant, NaCl (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) was mixed into the precursors according to eq 2:

$$1.5 - x)\text{Na}_2\text{S} + 0.5P\text{S}_5 + x\text{NaCl} \rightarrow \text{Na}_{3-x}\text{P}_{5-x}\text{Cl}_x$$

(2)

The resulting mixture was then flame-sealed under vacuum in a quartz tube and heat-treated in a box furnace. The temperature was ramped to 850 °C over 6 h and then immediately quenched in water containing dry ice. Subsequently, the sample was reintroduced into the...
glovebox, ground in a mortar and pestle, flame-sealed, and heat-treated again at 420 °C for 3 h to stabilize the tetragonal phase.

X-ray Diffraction: NAS. A 0.5 mm-diameter boron-rich capillary glass tube (Charles Supper) was loaded with a few milligrams of the Na$_2$SbS$_4$ powder after ball-milling. The tube opening was capped with clay and wrapped in paraffin film before being brought outside of the glovebox, where it was flame-sealed using a hand-held butane torch.

The sample was fixed in the Bragg–Brentano θ–2θ configuration, and the Debye–Scherrer method was used. The samples were measured on a Bruker Kappa goniometer equipped with a Bruker Vantec 500 detector. XRD data was collected using Cu Kα radiation at 45 kV and 50 mA, over a 2θ range of 5°–90° with a step size of 0.01°. Rietveld refinement was conducted using the FullProf software suite.

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS): NAS. The ball-milled NAS powder was pressed into a 13 mm polyether ether ketone (PEEK) die using two titanium plungers at a pressure of 370 MPa. The thickness of the pellet was recorded. Carbon powder was applied to both sides of the die to serve as blocking electrodes and to improve contact with the titanium current collectors. The carbon was pressed onto the NAS pellet at 370 MPa. The test cell was then secured into a cell holder and connected to a Solartron 1260 impedance analyzer. Impedance measurements were taken with an applied AC potential of 50 mV over a frequency range of 1 MHz to 1 Hz. The Nyquist plot was fit to an equivalent circuit model similar to a Randles circuit with the exception of using constant phase elements (CPEs) instead of capacitors to account for any nonideal capacitive behavior such as a nonuniform electrode surface. Temperature-dependent impedance measurements were collected by heating the cell inside a box furnace inside the glovebox. The temperature was raised from 25 to 95 °C in 10 °C increments. For every increment, the heating rate was 1 °C min$^{-1}$, and the target temperature was held for an hour to allow for the temperature to stabilize before the EIS measurement was taken. The activation energy ($E_a$) for Na ion diffusion was calculated from the slope of the resulting Arrhenius plot.

Construction of Symmetric Cells for NAS, NPS, and NPSC. For the symmetric cell construction, 250 mg of the ball-milled NAS powder was pressed into a 13 mm polyether ether ketone (PEEK) die using two titanium plungers at a pressure of 370 MPa. Na metal was pressed onto both titanium plungers to form a thin disc on the plunger surfaces. Excess Na metal and any visible surface oxidation was scraped away from the plungers. The plungers were placed into the PEEK die and pressed at 37 MPa. The pressure was released immediately, and the cell was subsequently fastened into the holder. EIS was measured every 2 h for a duration of 50 h using a frequency range of 1 MHz to 0.01 Hz and an applied potential of 50 mV.

For the NPS and NPSC symmetric cells, the same procedure was applied to construct the symmetric cells. Once constructed, a 50 μA galvanic square-wave waves applied for 10 min, and then a reverse current was applied for the same duration to strip and plate Na metal, respectively. The voltage of the symmetric cell was measured, and the area-specific resistance (ASR) was calculated by Ohm’s law.

Construction of Full Cells for NAS, NPS, and NPSC. The procedure to construct electrochemical full cells was the same regardless of the SSE used. Electrochemical cells were constructed using a Na metallic anode, solid electrolyte, and a composite cathode, consisting of the electrolyte mixed with ball-milled TiS$_2$ in a 1:2 ratio. The composite cathode was newly mixed each time before making a cell. Two-hundred and fifty milligrams of the SSE powder was pressed at 370 MPa for 5 min in a 13 mm PEEK die. Roughly 10 mg of the composite cathode was measured, recorded, and placed onto the electrolyte on the tall titanium plunger side. The cathode was pressed at 370 MPa for 5 min to ensure complete coverage. Na metal was pressed onto the opposite side or the small titanium plunger in a similar manner as described for the symmetric cell. After pressing at 37 MPa, the cell was fastened into a holder.

All cells were galvanostatically cycled from 1.2 to 2.4 V using a Digatron cyclic at a rate of C/10. Cycling was conducted at room temperature within the MBraun Ar-filled glovebox.

In Situ Impedance: NAS. A cell containing Na, 250 mg of NAS, and 10 mg of the TiS$_2$:NAS composite cathode was constructed as previously described. The cell was connected to the Solartron 1260 Impedance Analyzer and held at rest (open circuit voltage measurement) for 30 min. The cell was galvanostatically cycled from 1.2 to 2.4 V at a rate of C/5 for 5 cycles. Every time the cell reached 1.2 or 2.4 V, an EIS measurement was taken using a frequency range of 2 MHz to 0.01 Hz and an applied potential of 50 mV.

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV): NAS. An electrochemical cell was constructed as previously described, except instead of a NAS:TiS$_2$ composite cathode, a NAS:carbon 1:1 mixture (weight ratio) was used. The cell was connected to the Solartron 1260 impedance analyzer, where CV was conducted for 20 cycles between 1.2 to 2.4 V at a scan rate of 5 mV sec$^{-1}$.

Electrochemical Stability Analysis: NAS. The electrochemical stability of NAS in contact with the electrodes is estimated using the Na grand potential approach, as detailed in our recent work. In this approach, the solid electrolyte–electrode interface is modeled as an open system with respect to Na, and the relevant thermodynamic potential is the grand potential, given as $\Phi \approx E - \mu_\text{Na} N_\text{Na}$, $E$, $N_\text{Na}$, and $\mu_\text{Na}$ are total energy from density functional theory calculations and the number of Na atoms in the open system and Na chemical potential, respectively. Note that the chemical potential of Na is related to the...
The electronic conductivity of the phase equilibria at NAS/Na interface is also assessed by performing transport measurements on ball-milled NAS. The Rietveld refinement results are shown in Figure 1. The lattice parameters are consistent with the tetragonal phase of Na3SbS4 and are in good agreement with previously published values; the structure was solved with the P4_2_1c space group (no. 114). Thus, using Na3SbS4 and elemental Sb and S, phase pure NAS was synthesized.

Ball-milling was conducted due to Zhang et al.23 The Rietveld refinement results are consistent with the tetragonal phase of Na3SbS4 and are in excellent agreement with previously published values; the structure was solved with the P4_2_1c space group (no. 114). Thus, using Na3SbS4 and elemental Sb and S, phase pure NAS was synthesized.

Data calibration, analysis, and fitting were all performed by using CasaXPS. All region spectra for a given compound were calibrated to their corresponding adventitious carbon peak (C 1s, 284.8 eV), and the spectra were fitted using a Shirley-type background.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Synthesis and Ionic Conductivity of NAS.** To verify that phase-pure NAS was synthesized, XRD was conducted on the postball-milled Na3SbS4 powder. The data and Rietveld refinement results are shown in Figure 1. The lattice parameters are consistent with the tetragonal phase of Na3SbS4 and are in good agreement with previously published values; the structure was solved with the P4_2_1c space group (no. 114). Thus, using Na3SbS4 and elemental Sb and S, phase pure NAS was synthesized.

Ball-milling was conducted due to Zhang et al.’s statement that hand mixing results in a nonuniform particle size distribution unfavorable for cold-pressing.23 The Rietveld refinement results show that NAS retains the tetragonal phase even after ball milling.

To measure the ionic conductivity, EIS of an NAS pellet with blocking electrodes was measured. The EIS data and Arrhenius plot can be seen in Figure 2. After fitting the Nyquist plot and normalizing for the pellet dimensions, the room temperature conductivity was determined to be 1.06 mS cm⁻¹. The activation energy was calculated from the slope of the resulting Arrhenius plot and is 216 meV. These values are comparable to literature values; the ball-milled NAS has high room temperature ionic conductivity, as expected.21

**Full Cell Electrochemical Behavior: NAS.** Even though NAS possesses high Na ionic conductivity, to our knowledge, there have been no reports on cycling of a full cell that utilizes NAS and a Na metal anode. To evaluate the performance of NAS in a full cell configuration, cells were constructed with a Na anode, NAS SSE, and a composite cathode (TiS2:NAS in a 1:2 ratio). The choice of the TiS2 cathode is motivated by its suitable operating voltage (~1.7 V versus Na/Na⁺), its fast kinetics for Na⁺ intercalation, as well as its high electronic conductivity.40,41 The cell was galvanostatically cycled from 1.2 to 2.4 V with a current density of approximately 50 μA cm⁻², corresponding to a C/10 rate. The typical cycling behavior of these cells is illustrated in Figure 3. The theoretical capacity of the NaTiS2 active material is 198 mAh g⁻¹. The initial charge capacity is 115.9 mAh g⁻¹, yielding an initial Coulombic efficiency of 70.1%. One of the reasons that the observed specific capacity is lower than the theoretical is the low utilization of the cathode active material since the cathode composite was prepared via conventional hand mixing.

Rapid capacity fading is observed in the voltage profiles for the Na|NAS INAS:TiS2 full cell in Figure 3. The full cell lost over 92% of its capacity after 29 cycles which implies very poor cyclic stability. It is also interesting to note that around 98% of the capacity is retained between cycles 2–10, but eventually capacity fade becomes severe, until the cell can no longer cycle. This is certainly correlated with the polarization changes during cycling; there are negligible polarization changes for the first 10 cycles, but polarization becomes more pronounced upon subsequent cycling. Although NAS has a high ionic conductivity, the cyclic performance indicates that NAS is unstable against a Na metal anode. Capacity fade has also been observed in a Na|NASINAS:NaCuO2 full cell; therefore, it is crucial to understand the capacity fading mechanism for NAS.42

To explore the reason behind the increasing polarization and the capacity fade, CV was conducted on a Na|NASINAS:C (1:1 weight ratio) cell at a scan rate of 5 mV sec⁻¹ to evaluate the electrochemical stability of NAS within the operating voltage window of the TiS2-containing cell (1.2–2.4 V). It is worth mentioning that we use NAS-C ball milled composite as a cathode to run the CV for electrochemical stability test; similar methods to measure the electrochemical stability of LGPS and NPS have also been previously reported.33,44 The cyclic voltammogram for NAS is shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information. The first cycle showed oxidation of NAS at a relatively low voltage of 1.4 V along with a larger anodic current as the voltage increased past 1.95 V, which...
Figure 3. Electrochemical behavior of the NaInS3/TnS2:NAS cell. (a) Voltage versus specific capacity for the first 20 cycles. Solid lines denote every fifth cycle, and the dotted lines are the intermediate cycles. (b) Cycles 21–29 for the same cell. Inset: Charge capacity, discharge capacity, and Coulombic efficiency versus cycle number.

Figure 4. Nyquist plot of the NaInS3/TnS2:NAS symmetric cell from 0 to 50 h, showing the increasing impedance with time. Inset: equivalent circuit used to fit the data with a corresponding fit plotted on the 50 h curve. Inset: the fitted impedance components with time.
corresponds with the reduction peak at 1.84 V. However, upon subsequent cycles, the anodic current decreases, and the current response for cycles 2−20 is close to identical. This is indicative of the formation of the SSEI during the first cycle, as the observed current does not steadily increase with continued cycling, instead showing reversible oxidation and reduction as cycling proceeds. Therefore, we believe that the electrochemical stability of NAS within the 1.2−2.4 V range does not contribute significantly to the observed poor cyclic performance of the full cell. Interestingly, LGPS was shown to have a narrow electrochemical stability window, but a full cell containing LGPS was still able to last for over 100 cycles. The same observation was found in Li3PS4, which exhibited reversible oxidation and reduction within the voltage range of 0.8−3 V, and a cell lasted 300 cycles without a significant capacity loss. This further suggests that degradation of NAS specifically within the 1.2−2.4 V voltage window is not the primary cause of the capacity fade and cell failure.

Because electrochemical instability is not the major issue, the chemical stability of NAS with TiS2 and Na metal was thus investigated. It is known that oxide cathodes react with sulfide SSEs, which results in severe capacity fading and low power performance. However, because NAS and TiS2 are sulfides, the chemical potential difference is comparatively negligible, and no chemical reaction at the NAS|TiS2 interface is expected. XRD spectra of TiS2 and NAS mixture was measured, and the results are shown in Figure S2. In the pristine sample, the main observable peaks are attributed to NAS, while after the first discharge and first charge, the onset of peaks from Na-intercalated NaTiS2 and NaTiS2 can be observed. The presence of these species in the charged sample can explain the initial irreversible capacity because that means not all the Na ions are extracted from TiS2. More importantly, peaks from chemical reactions or from new phases are not present, clearly signifying chemical compatibility between NAS and TiS2. While some Na ions remain in the TiS2 upon charging, this is not the main reason for the onset of the severe capacity fade in the full cell.

The anode or Na|NAS interface was studied by constructing a Na|NAS|Na symmetric cell. The cell sat at rest, and an EIS was recorded every hour over a time span of 50 h, and the Nyquist plot is shown in Figure 4. The cell was fit to an equivalent circuit to deconvolute the impedance contributions: the electrolyte resistance $R_\text{e}$, the SSEI resistance $R_{\text{sei}}$ and the charge transfer resistance $R_\text{ct}$ between the electrode and electrolyte. Figure 4 shows that the magnitude of all of the components continually and gradually increases with time simply due to contact between NAS and Na metal without any biasing. We observe an increase in the bulk and charge transfer resistances, attributed to changes in the SSE as Na ions are continuously consumed from NAS to form and grow the SSEI. It is also interesting to notice that $R_\text{ct}$ also increases for the symmetric cell, which could be increasing due to poorer contact of the Na with NAS arising from the growth of the SSEI. Because the cathodic contribution on cell fading is negligible, this result indicates that the anodic contribution is the dominant factor.

As previously shown in Figure 3, the cell polarization increases as cycling proceeds, signifying a steady increase in the impedance of the cell as time goes on. This impedance increase over time is further suggested by the symmetric cell impedance in Figure 4. To correlate the symmetric cell impedance growth to the full cell behavior, impedance measurements of the full cell after charging and discharging was also conducted, and the results are shown in Figure 5. The cell components were fit to the Li-ion battery equivalent circuit model. As cycling proceeds, $R_{\text{sei}}$ is the only component with a significant increase, consistent with the symmetric cell results. It is important to note that $R_{\text{sei}}$ increases more drastically upon subsequent charging, as seen in Figure 5b. This is intuitive because Na nucleates on the anode side during charging, which would expose it to NAS. This means the reaction with NAS is electrochemically facilitated during cycling. From both the symmetric cell and full cell impedance measurements, the Na|NAS interphase appears to be not static, but rather dynamic, or growing significantly with time. Previous reports indicated that LGPS formed a dynamic interface with Li metal due to the formation of ion-conducting (Li,P) and electronic-conducting components (Li−Ge alloy) at the interface. In contrast, LPSP forms a stable SEI with Li metal as the SEI was a mixture of ionic-conducting and electronically insulating components, which prevents continued decomposition of the SSE. The nature of the impedance at the Na|NAS interface clearly indicates that there must be an electronically conductive component at the SEI. So far there have been no studies on the...
NaNAS interface; therefore, it is necessary to find out the chemical species of the SSEI to explain their effects on the cycling behavior.

To predict the compounds at the NaNAS interface, computation of the phase equilibria at the NaNAS interface was conducted. Figure 6 shows the Na grand potential phase stability plot of the NAS solid electrolyte as a function of Na chemical potential. We find that at the NaNAS interface, NAS decomposes into Na3Sb and Na2S, a known metallic alloy and an insulator at room temperature, respectively.52,53 To confirm this, the electronic band gaps were calculated to be 0.68 and 3.22 eV for Na3Sb and Na2S, respectively (see Figure S3 of the Supporting Information). To experimentally investigate the electronic band gaps of the NAS solid electrolyte, we measured the O 1s/Sb 3d XPS region scan of pristine NAS, as-synthesized Na3Sb, and Na2S. The peak positions and parameters for every component in our measurement standard. The XRD pattern and the O 1s/Sb 3d XPS region scan of the as-synthesized Na3Sb is shown in Figure S5 of the Supporting Information; phase-pure Na3Sb was confirmed from the XRD measurement. In addition, the O 1s/Sb 3d XPS region scan of pristine NAS is shown in Figure S6. With these spectra, the O 1s/Sb 3d spectrum of the cycled anode—electrolyte interface, shown in Figure 7b, can be deconvoluted. Na3Sb has a characteristic separation of 9.39 eV of the 3d orbitals and a symmetric peak shape.54 In comparison with Figure S6, it can be deduced that two doublets (the Sb 3d3/2 peaks at 529.5 and 528.5 eV and the respective Sb 3d5/2 peaks at 538.9 and 537.9 eV) come from NAS. Using Figure S6, the Sb 3d3/2 peak at 526.4 eV and the Sb 3d5/2 peak at 535.8 eV can be attributed to Na3Sb. This is reasonable as a less positive oxidation state corresponds to a shift toward lower binding energy.56 The sodium oxide signal likely comes from species such as Na2SO3 and Na2S2O3, common impurities found in Na2S. Ultimately, from the deconvolutions of the O 1s/Sb 3d region and S 2p region scans of the SSEI, both Na3Sb and Na2S are confirmed to form at the NaNAS interface. These findings are in excellent agreement with our computational results. The low band gap of Na3Sb clearly indicates an electronically conductive component of the SSEI, which facilitates the continuous formation and growth of the SSEI until proceeding to completion, resulting in the increase of the overall cell impedance over time. In turn, this results in the continuous increase in polarization with cycling, negatively impacting the battery performance and cycle life until cell failure.

The previous results suggest that bare NAS coupled with Na is unsuitable for a long-term ASSB due to the chemical instability which contributes to cell failure. We believe that modification of existing electrolytes or finding a suitable anode to improve the compatibility with Na metal are strategies to prolong the cycle life of ASSBs. One such modification applied in our previous work is Cl-doping on the Na/NPS interfacial stability, symmetric cells using Na metal were assembled. A galvanic square-wave was pulsed through symmetric cells with NPS and NPSC, and the voltage was measured. The data is shown in Figure 8. To quantify the effect of the Cl-doping on the interface stability, the area-specific resistance (ASR) was then calculated following Ohm’s law and using the area of the pellet, 1.317 cm². For the NPS, NPSC (6.25%), and NPSC (12.5%) samples, the calculated ASR grew from 1986 to 3740 Ω cm², 992 to 2139 Ω cm², and 6372 to 7163 Ω cm², respectively, corresponding to percent increases of 88.3, 115.6, and 12.4%. A comparison of the ASR values is also shown in Figure 8d. Although the ASR of the 12.5% NPSC was

Figure 7. (a) S 2p region scan of the pristine NAS, anode interface of the cell cycled to completion, the symmetric cell, and the Na2S precursor, overlaid on top of each other. (b) O 1s/Sb 3d region scan of the NaNAS SSEI from the cell cycled to completion.

Figure 6. Na grand potential phase stability plots for Na3Sb/S. In the anodic or low voltage region, Na3Sb undergoes a reduction process and uptakes Na, whereas in the cathodic or high voltage region, it undergoes oxidation and loses Na. Compounds listed the plot are predicted phase equilibria at corresponding regions.
Figure 8. Galvanic square-wave cycling of (a) Na|NPS|Na symmetric cell and (b) Na|NPSC|Na (x = 6.25%) symmetric cell and (c) Na|NPSC|Na (x = 12.5%) symmetric cell. The ASR was calculated following Ohm’s law. (d) Comparison of ASR versus time for the aforementioned symmetric cells.

Figure 9. S 2p, P 2p, and Cl 2p region scans of (a) pristine NPS and NPSC and (b) SSEI after cycling of NPS, 6.25% doped NPSC, and 12.5% doped NPSC.
more stable over time, it had a much larger initial ASR. This suggests that there is an optimal Cl-doping concentration at which the highest conductivity for NPSC is achieved. These ASR values suggest that while further increasing the Cl content can improve interfacial stability, it will also lead to diminished conductivities by destabilizing the framework which could inhibit ionically conducting percolation pathways. This is supported by our previous computational results as increasing the concentration of Cl-doping from 6.25 to 12.5% increased the dopant formation energy from 0.96 to 1.77 eV. This suggests that increased Cl-doping, which increases the concentration of Na vacancies, introduced more disorder in the structure. Taking the product of the ASR and the current density, the expected voltaic loss across the NPS interphase starts at approximately 100 mV and increases to almost 200 mV. In the 6.25% NPSC case, the overpotential increases from just under 50 mV to about 100 mV. The 12.5% NPSC cell had a voltaic loss of about 300 mV, most detrimental to the cyclability of the cell. This indicates that while increasing the Cl− content in the electrolyte can improve the stability of the interphase, there appears to be a compromise between stability and conductivity. The NPSC 6.25% cell, with the overall lower ASR, strikes the better balance between the two properties.

Full cells comprising of NPS and 6.25% NPSC were constructed, and the charge-discharge profile of the NPS and NPSC full-cells are shown in Figure 8a and 8b, respectively. The capacity and Coulombic efficiency are plotted in Figure 8c. After 10 cycles, the specific capacities of the NPS and NPSC cells were ~70 and 110 mAh g−1, respectively. Both cells show capacity fade, but it is important to note that the NPSC cell exhibited better capacity retention than the undoped NPS cell. Also, compared to our previous work, where the NPSC cell had a specific capacity of 80 mAh g−1 after 10 cycles, the observed 110 mAh g−1 for this NPSC cell is owed to better preparation and mixing of the composite cathode. Ultimately, the better capacity retention suggests that Cl-doping improved the interfacial stability in a full cell, thus, doping the electrolyte could also be a promising strategy to improve the stability of NAS.

To investigate the products at the SSEI for the NPS and NPSC samples, the XPS spectra are shown in Figure 9. In NPS, we observe two spin-orbit doublets in the S 2p envelope that are characteristic of the P−S−Na (160.7 eV) and P=S (161.8 eV) bonding states. In the P 2p region, there is a single doublet associated with the tetrahedrally coordinated P in [PS4]3− at 131.3 eV. Upon cycling, there is the onset of a new spin-orbit doublet in the S 2p region; as with NPS, this peak is observed around 159.4 eV and attributed to Na3S. In addition, two more spin-orbit doublets appear in the P 2p region after cycling; NaP is found at 124.8 eV, and a reduced phosphorus phase is at 126.8 eV. These findings are consistent with those reported in previous literature. For the doped samples (NPSC), the pristine spectrum is similar to NPS with an orbital doublet at 126.8 eV, indicating that Cl− was successfully incorporated in the [PS4]3− tetrahedra. After cycling, NaCl, a predicted decomposition product, is found at 198 eV. All other decomposition products are similar to those of NPS. We speculate that the decomposition reaction is as follows for NPS and NPSC samples:

\[ \text{Na}_2\text{PS}_4 + 8\text{Na} \rightarrow 4\text{Na}_2\text{S} + \text{Na}_3\text{P} \]  

CONCLUSION

The decomposition mechanism for the solid electrolytes Na2SbS4 and Na3PS4 was investigated as these materials have good ionic conductivity but also are known to be unstable against Na metal, the latter being a persistent obstacle to wide-scale adoption of ASSBs. It was found that for these SSEs, the SSEI at the anode continuously grows into a thick layer, impeding electrochemical performance. In this work, XPS was applied to identify and confirm the compounds at the SSEI that were predicted computationally, which can provide insight on the cycling behavior of the battery. This methodology is a step toward more effective computational screening of SSE materials, as a favorable ionic conductivity of the electrolyte on its own is not sufficient to enable reversible all-solid-state batteries. The stability of a solid electrolyte against anodes and cathodes must be considered and evaluated to realize the most promising and practical solid-state battery chemistries. It was shown that electrolyte modification by Cl-doping of NPS is a method to improve cyclability as Cl-doping resulted in cells with better capacity retention compared to undoped NPS, suggesting Cl-doping can passivate or stabilize the interface. Future work such as evaluating other electrolytes in this manner, designing and optimizing the interfaces via electrolyte modification such as doping and mixing, analyzing different compounds for a suitable anode, or interface engineering with protective coatings for the metal anode or electrolyte all present worthwhile opportunities to gain a more complete understanding to improve the performance and longevity of Na ASSBs. In conjunction with these experimental evaluations, thermodynamic calculations and first-principles computation can help inform and accelerate such studies. Ultimately, the

\[ \text{Na}_2\text{P}_3\text{S}_5\text{Cl} + 128\text{Na} \rightarrow 63\text{Na}_2\text{S} + 16\text{Na}_3\text{P} + \text{NaCl} \]  

\[ \text{Na}_{3-x}\text{PS}_{4-x}\text{Cl}_x + 8\text{Na} \rightarrow (4 - x)\text{Na}_2\text{S} + \text{Na}_3\text{P} + x\text{NaCl} \]
goals of extending the cycle life and increasing the energy density through the use of metallic anodes remain paramount if ASSBs are to be viable.
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